
Part Seven / Yang-chu



INTRODUCTION

Since we have no control over life and death, we should make the best of
our time on earth. Why bend to social conventions, why be part of the
struggle for material wealth when one day we will die, part with everything
we have, and be forgotton? This is the gist of Yang-chu’s teaching.

For Yang-chu, everything is replaceable, and therefore expendable;
except the body. Thus, he counsels that the body should be preserved at all
costs. Even if one could gain a kingdom by losing one hair, it is not worth
it. If a kingdom is not worth a strand of hair, then fame and fortune are not
worth the loss of physical health and mental well-being.

Names, titles, social status, and reputation are all empty. We should not
sacrifice our precious time on earth for such empty pursuits. However,
Yang-chu does not promote asceticism. To him, there is nothing wrong with
being well-off and comfortable. We only destroy ourselves when we climb
the social ladder at the expense of happiness.
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A name is nothing and titles are empty

YANG-CHU WAS TRAVELING in the kingdom of Lu and stayed with his friend
Meng.

One day Meng asked Yang-chu, “Why are people not satisfied with who
they are? Why do they want social recognition?”

Yang-chu said matter-of-factly, “Social recognition can help them get
rich.”

“Why is it that after they get rich, they are stil not satisfied?”
“After you have wealth, you’ll want political power.”
“But when they have political power, they’re still not satisfied.”
“Now they want to make sure things are in order when they die.”
“When you die, you’ll leave everything. What’s the use of planning for

things that happen afterward?”
“They worry about their grandchildren’s future.”
“How can a name and title affect the welfare of your descendants?”
Yang-chu explained, “People think if they leave a good reputation, then

their descendants will be respected. However, most of the time, people who
leave a good name are those who are tired in body and mind but have lived
an honest live. Honesty and riches do not often go hand in hand. So the
honest man who is socially recognized as a virtuous person is often poor.
Similarly, a humble person may gain respect in his or her community but
will not rise in rank and political power.

“So we have a paradox here. Honesty and humility will not get you
power and rank although it may get you reputation. On the other hand, to be
rich and powerful, you need to sacrifice some honesty and humility and
maybe lose your reputation as a virtuous person. Many people spend their
lives being stuck in this dilemma.”



Meng thought he had understood Yang-chu, so he said, “I think I see
what you mean. Look at Kuan-chung. When he was the chief minister of
Ch’i, he was lecherous when the king was lecherous and extravagant when
the king was extravagant. The minister and his lord were of the same heart
and mind. So Kuan-chung got along very well with the king and became the
second most powerful man in the country. But today, his descendants are
respected no more than the common citizen. On the other hand, another
minister named T’ien-heng was humble when his king was arrogant,
generous when his king was greedy. Minister and lord never got along well,
but his popularity won the hearts of the people and they made him king.
Now his descendants enjoy the prosperity of the kingdom of Ch’i.

“Therefore, the man who has power now may not leave a good name
behind him, but the man who may be poor now may end up having a good
reputation later.”

Yang-chu said, “You haven’t gotten my point. It is not that being humble
and poor now will get you recognition later, nor that being powerful now
will leave you a bad name. People think either you get power and social
recognition now and give up your good name forever, or you suffer and
sacrifice now and get a good name later. I say neither is worthwhile. The
ancients say a name is nothing and titles are empty. Do you think the
emperors Yao and Shun abdicated because they were virtuous? Their
reputation actually went up after they lost the kingship. If there had been
nothing to gain, I bet neither of them would have abdicated. Now do you
think having reputation or a good name in history has to do with being
virtuous? Not only is a name not worth pursuing, but it is actually
meaningless.

“Take a look at the hermits Po-yi and Shu-ch’i. They refused to serve an
enemy lord and starved to death in the mountains. These two became heroes
and were regarded as men of integrity and virtue. However, they lost their
lives and their lands, and their descendants became destitute. In this case,
the reputation of these two men did nothing to help their children and
grandchildren.”

If you want a name and title, you must sacrifice some of your integrity
and humility. If you want to be sincere and honest, you won’t get much
social recognition. Sometimes, having a name carries with it anxieties and
burdens of responsibility. Thus, people who have power and social status
are often not free to do what they want. Because everyone is watching



them, they have to behave in a way that is expected of their reputation. One
error and they will lose their hard-earned reputation. They are not exactly
the happiest people.

One the other hand, someone with neither social status nor a reputation to
uphold may be a freer and happier person. Why then work so hard to gain
social recognition when it will only diminish your freedom and happiness?
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Life—temporarily staying in the world;
death—temporarily leaving

YANG-CHU SAID:
“If you live to be a hundred, it is considered a long life. However, only

one in a thousand persons is that lucky. But if we take a person who has
lived a hundred years and look at the time he has spent in his life, we will
realize that a hundred years is not a long life. Out of these years, childhood
and old age take up at least half the time. In addition, half the day he is
asleep. Not to mention the hours during the day that he has idled away.
What does that leave him? Moreover, if you take out the times when he is
ill, sad, confused, suffering, and not feeling good, there isn’t much time left
that he can enjoy or be free.

“Some people think they can find satisfaction in good food, fine clothes,
lively music, and sexual pleasure. However, when they have all these
things, they are not satisfied. They realize happiness is not simply having
their material needs met. Thus, society has set up a system of rewards that
go beyond material goods. These include titles, social recognition, status,
and political power, all wrapped up in a package called self-fulfillment.
Attracted by these prizes and goaded on by social pressure, people spend
their short lives tiring body and mind to chase after these goals. Perhaps this
gives them the feeling that they have achieved something in their lives, but
in reality they have sacrificed a lot in life. They can no longer see, hear, act,
feel, or think from their hearts. Everything they do is dictated by whether it
can get them social gains. In the end, they’ve spent their lives following
other people’s demands and never lived a life of their own. How different is
this from the life of a slave or a prisoner?

“The ancients understood that life is only a temporary sojourn in this
world, and death a temporary departure. In our short time here, we should



listen to our own voices and follow our own hearts. Why not be free and
live your own life? Why follow other people’s rules and live to please
others? When something enjoyable comes your way, you should enjoy it
fully. Don’t be imprisoned by name or title, for social conventions can lead
you away from the natural order of things. It doesn’t matter whether you
will be remembered in generations ahead, because you will not be there to
see it.

“Why spend your life letting other people manipulate you just to get a
name and reputation? Why not let your life be guided by your own heart
and live without the burdens of fame and recognition?”
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In life there may be differences; in death
everything is the same

MYRIAD THINGS may be different in life, but in death they are the same.
Some people are born into rich families; others are born poor. Some are

born intelligent; others are born stupid. Some are born into nobility; others
are born as common citizens. While they live, they are different. But when
they die, everyone is just a pile of bones and rotting flesh.

Whether we live or die, are intelligent or stupid, is not something we can
control. We cannot choose to be born, nor can we choose not to rot when
we die. We are not responsible for our intelligence or stupidity, nor do we
have any say in what kind of environment we are born into. All these things
come of themselves and are matters of destiny. Thus, in life we are different
because of different destinies.

There is, however, one thing we all have in common: death. Some may
live to be a hundred; others may die after ten years of life. But regardless of
how long you live, you must die. Virtuous people die; crooks die. When
alive, the virtuous may be respected, but in death they are a pile of dry
bones. Similarly, the wicked may be abhorred in life, but in death they are
also a pile of bones. Famous people are a pile of bones after death;
unknown people are a pile of bones after death. Differences are seen or
remembered at most for a hundred years, but after that, one pile of bones is
just the same as another.

Given the shortness and transitory nature of life, we should make the best
use of it. Enjoy it while you can. Why worry about whether you will leave a
good name when all that will be left of you is a pile of dry bones?
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Riches can injure you, but poverty can also
hurt you

THERE WAS A POOR MAN who eventually starved to death because of poverty.
There was a wealthy man who injured his body and tired his mind because
he pushed himself too hard trying to get richer.

Thus, riches can injure you, but poverty can also hurt you. What is the
best way, then, to live?

A good life is a contented life with sufficient means and adequate
enjoyment. If you’re too rich, you will be burdened by your wealth, because
with great wealth come the complexities of management, and with
management comes the anxiety over gain and loss. On the other hand, if
you are too poor, you will not get enough to eat or have warm clothing or
leisure time. Thus, you toil if you are too rich, and you toil if you are too
poor. These are two extremes we should avoid.

If you don’t have enough to eat, work on getting enough to eat. If you
can’t keep warm in winter, work on getting sufficient clothing. If you don’t
have time to enjoy yourself, work toward getting leisure time. But when
you have enough, you should stop. If you continue to work to get gourmet
foods, a big wardrobe, and more vacations, you’ll end up not having the
time to enjoy them, because you will always be working on getting the
money to do these things.
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Taking care of yourself

YEN-TZU ASKED KUAN-CHUNG what the ancients meant by “cultivating life.”
Kuan-chung replied, “Cultivating life is taking care of yourself. It means

living freely and not putting constraints on yourself.”
“Can you elaborate on this?”
“Let your eyes see what they see, not what others want you to see. Let

your ears hear what they naturally hear, not what others want you to hear.
Let your mouth speak your mind freely and not be constrained by other
people’s approval or disapproval. Let your mind think what it wants to think
and not let other people’s demands dictate your thoughts. If your senses and
your mind are not allowed to do what they want to do naturally, you are
denying them their rights. When you cannot think, sense, feel, or act freely,
then your body and mind are injured. Break these oppressions, and you will
cultivate life. When you can cultivate life, then you can wait peacefully for
death. Being able to escape these oppressions for one day is better than to
live a hundred years being imprisoned by them.”

Kuan-chung then said to Yen-tzu, “Now that I’ve talked about cultivating
life, what can you tell me about taking care of death?”

Yen-tzu said, “As far as I am concerned, there’s not much to taking care
of death. It comes when it comes.”

When Kuan-chung pressed him further, Yen-tzu said, “When I’m dead I
won’t know anything. Therefore, it doesn’t really matter whether you throw
me into the sea, leave me in the open, roll me into a ditch, or bury me in a
grave. I wouldn’t know if you dressed me up in expensive burial clothes or
wrapped me in burlap sacks. Why worry about what happens after you
die?”

Kuan-chung then turned to his friend Pao Shu-ya and said, “Between
Yen-tzu and myself, we’ve said all there is to say about the way to live and



the way to die.”
When you live, be contented and know what’s enough. When you die,

there’s no need for expensive caskets and elaborate funerals. Thus, live a
satisfied life and die a simple death.
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A madman or an enlightened man?

TUAN-MU SHU WAS an extremely wealthy man. He was the descendant of
Tzu-kung, who was a student of Confucius and a very successful
businessman. Tuan-mu Shu inherited a large fortune from his ancestors and
was not interested in working. He enjoyed the good life and followed
wherever his fancy led him.

He had a large mansion built of the finest materials and decorated by the
most skillful artisans. He ate the best foods and wore clothes of the highest
quality. He traveled in comfortable carriages and was always accompanied
by beautiful courtesans.

Tuan-mu Shu went after anything that excited his senses, aroused his
curiosity, and stimulated his mind. He collected rare artifacts and treasures
from foreign countries. He traveled to exotic places. He was entertained by
the best musicians and dancers of the time. He would not deny himself
anything. He was wealthy and extravagant and was envied by kings and
nobles alike.

Unlike most wealthy people, however, Tuan-mu Shu was never
tightfisted with his money. He was generous and spent it freely on others as
well as on himself. He threw huge parties regularly and invited hundreds of
people to enjoy the best food and the finest entertainment. He also shared
his wealth with relatives, friends, neighbors, and even people whom he
didn’t know. His generosity was so great that not a needy person was found
in the town where he lived nor in the neighboring villages.

When Tuan-mu Shu was sixty years old and his health was beginning to
fail, he gave away all his possessions, leaving nothing for his children and
grandchildren. Within a year, the rich man had become poor and could not
even afford to call a doctor when he was ill. When he died, his children had
no money to bury him. Fortunately for his descendants, the people who had



benefited from Tuan-mu Shu’s generosity collected funds, gave him a
decent burial, and returned some of the wealth to the family.

When a prominent scholar heard about this, he said, “Tuan-mu Shu is a
madman. Tzu-kung would have rolled over in his grave if he knew about
this.”

Another philosopher commented, “Tuan-mu Shu is an enlightened man.
He even surpasses his ancestor Tzu-kung.”

Is Tuan-mu Shu a madman or an enlightened man? If you judge him by
social norms, then it would appear that Tuan-mu Shu was indeed crazy. He
abandoned his family, did not care for the welfare of his descendants, and
squandered his wealth. But then again, Tuan-mu Shu was sincere in
everything he did. There was no pretense, no scheming, no ulterior motive
in his actions. He followed his heart and was not constrained by social
conventions. He enjoyed himself freely, he gave freely, and he never did
anything that went against his nature.
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What damages health more—unrestricted
pleasure or obsessive hard work?

TZU-CH’AN, THE CHIEF MINISTER of the kingdom of Cheng, had two brothers.
While he spent his energy on strengthening the country and putting down
crime and disorder, his two brothers indulged in everything that satisfied
their senses.

One of the brothers had a brewery and a large warehouse in the back of
his mansion where he stored thousands of jars of wine. Even a block away
one could smell the reek of fermenting yeast. He drank heavily, and, when
drunk, he was oblivious to everything around him. He couldn’t care if there
was peace or war or if his house was looted. He couldn’t recognize friends
and relatives, and he lost all concern for life or death.

The other brother had a dozen rooms in the house where he kept a group
of beautiful young women. Often he would visit his harem and make love
all night and would not be satisfied when the morning came. When he was
aroused sexually, he would spend months with the women, never even
bothering to come out to meet friends and relatives or take care of the
family business. When he reveled in his sexual pleasures, he was oblivious
to the world outside. It didn’t matter to him whether the country was at war
or peace or whether his house was vandalized or robbed.

Tzu-ch’an was very concerned about his brothers’ lifestyles. So he went
to talk to Teng-hsi, a fellow statesman who, although sarcastic and snide at
times, was known for his keen observations and problem-solving ability.

Tzu-ch’an said, “I’m worried about my two brothers. It is said that a man
is not worthy to govern a state if he cannot set his family in order. As you
can see, the new laws and reforms are working very well now, but my
family matters are a mess. Can you suggest anything that would get my two
irresponsible brothers to behave more properly?”



Teng-hsi replied, “I’ve noticed their behaviors too, and I’ve wondered
when you were going to do something about it. Here’s what I would
suggest. Find a good opportunity to tell them about the need to put their
lives in order. Tell them what they’re doing is damaging their health. Maybe
this will convince them to change their lifestyles.”

One day Tzu-ch’an found his brothers together. He took this opportunity
to talk to them about their lives.

“Heaven made us a cut above animals in dignity and intelligence.
Therefore, it is our duty to live up to these expectations and behave in a
manner befitting our position in society. If you only live to satisfy your
senses, you are no more than animals. Moreover, wine and sex can damage
your health, and one day you will find yourself weak and wasted away by
your pleasures. Stop harming yourselves, become responsible citizens, and I
shall give you a position in the government.”

Tzu-ch’an’s brothers said, “We know that wine and sex damage health.
But we also know that life is short, and we want to enjoy whatever we can
now. You, on the other hand, suppress what you want to do in order to
maintain your rank and power. You belabor your body and mind day and
night. Does that not damage your health, age you, and make you weak and
wasted?

“You are proud of your achievements and you want us to conform to your
beliefs. You want to entice us with titles and political power, but we know
that such things only bring burden and trouble.

“You say our lifestyles are embarrassing and you want to reform us. Let
us tell you something, too. You may be the chief minister, and the country
may look like it’s in order. But look at yourself closely. You are tired and
haggard. You have damaged your body and mind because you are anxious
about keeping the country in order. In order to maintain your reputation,
you have damaged your heart by suppressing your natural inclinations. You
have kept law and order, but you have not won people’s hearts. People
accept your rule because they are afraid of you, not because they respect
you. We, on the other hand, may be wild and unruly, but we are true to
ourselves. We have never put up a front to gain respect. We have never been
involved in dirty politics or harmed other people with treachery and
intrigue. Can you say this about yourself? If you can’t, then it’s not we who
should take your advice, but you who should take ours!”



Tzu-ch’an did not know what to say. Later he saw Teng-hsi and related
the whole incident to him. Teng-hsi said, “You have been living with
enlightened men and didn’t even know it.”

As history tells us, Tzu-ch’an had to kill Teng-hsi to silence his
disruptive criticisms. Cheng became a powerful state for a while, but after
Tzu-ch’an’s death it weakened and was eventually conquered by a more
powerful neighbor. Tzu-ch’an himself was not given a very good image by
later historians, but nothing was heard concerning the two brothers, for they
were neither praised nor damned by history.
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Everyone must die sometime

SOMEONE ASKED YANG-CHU, “What do you think of people who pray for
immortality?”

Yang-chu replied, “Everyone must die sometime. Praying won’t help.”
“How about asking for a long life, then?”
“Life and death have their own course. It’s not something we can ask for,

hope for, or control. Even if you take all the necessary precautions to
preserve your life, it is not guaranteed that you’ll keep it. Besides, joy and
sorrow, gain and loss, war and peace, good government and bad repeat
themselves throughout history. Why live a hundred years to see the same
things come and go?”

“If life is such a bad experience, why not kill yourself and end it early?”
“That’s not the way to go either. When you live, you should accept life

and let it run its course. When you die, you should accept death and go to it
peacefully. Life and death come by themselves. We should let them run
their course and not try to speed or delay them.”
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Would you sacrifice a strand of hair to
benefit the world?

YANG-CHU SAID, “The sage Po-ch’eng-kao-tzu would not sacrifice his body
and mind to benefit the world, so he became a hermit and lived a life of
peace and contentment. Yü the king sacrificed everything to help the world.
He got everyone’s respect but became a cripple for the rest of his life. The
ancients say if people did not sacrifice a single strand of their hair to save
the world, then the world would be a less complicated place.”

Someone then asked Yang-chu, “If plucking a strand of hair from your
body could help the world, would you do it?”

Yang-chu said, “The world cannot be helped by a piece of my hair.”
“But suppose it could. Would you do it?”
Yang-chu did not answer.
Sometime later, this inquirer met one of Yang-chu’s friends and brought

up the matter.
Yang-chu’s friend said, “You don’t understand his point. Let me ask you

this. Would you cut a piece of flesh from your body if by doing it you
would get ten thousand pieces of gold?”

“I think I would.”
“However, if you could gain a kingdom by losing an arm, would you do

it?”
The inquirer was silent.
Yang-chu’s friend then said, “A strand of hair is nothing compared to a

piece of flesh, and a piece of flesh is negligible compared to a limb.
However, many pieces of hair make up your scalp, and many pieces of flesh
make up a limb. When do you consider enough hairs a scalp and when do
you consider enough pieces of flesh an arm? Every part of your body is as
important as any other. Why think that some parts are dispensable?”



The inquirer said, “I can’t argue with you on that. If we took the matter to
Lao-tzu and Wen-tzu, they would probably say you are right. However, if
we took the issue to Mo-tzu or Yü, they would agree with me.”

It is not that the selfless Confucianist would sacrifice himself for the
greater benefit of humanity while the selfish Taoist would not. Yang-chu is
often misunderstood on this point. What Yang-chu is saying is that we often
think we can change the course of things by sacrificing one thing or the
other. In thinking that our efforts can make a difference, we may have
messed things up rather than helped. If we weren’t so eager to be heroic and
sacrifice ourselves “to make things better,” things could be left alone to run
their course, and maybe there would be fewer problems in the world.
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Ruling a country is like tending a flock of
sheep

YANG-CHU SAID to the king of Liang, “Ruling a country is quite
straightforward. It’s as easy as flipping things on the palm of your hand.”

The king said, “You can’t even manage your family affairs or clear your
garden of weeds. How can you advise me on ruling my country?”

Yang-chu was not daunted. He said, “Have you seen a shepherd at work?
He can control several hundred sheep by getting a child to prod them gently
from behind with a bamboo stick. The entire flock will move in the
direction he wants them to go. On the other hand, if you try to lead each
sheep, you will not be able to get the flock moving.

“I have also heard that fish that can swallow a boat do not swim in small
rivers, and high-flying birds do not land on small ponds. Why? It is because
only wide-open spaces can match the stature and power of these animals.
Similarly, stately music is not appropriate for small events, and a small
knife cannot skin a large animal. Thus, those who set out to rule a country
do not concern themselves with trivial tasks, and those who want to suceed
in great enterprises do not waste their time on small achievements.”
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Things are not as permanent as we think
they are

THINGS THAT HAPPENED in the ancient times are now forgotten. Things that
happened ten thousand years ago are more legend than fact. Events that
occurred five thousand years ago are more of a dream than reality. We may
still retain a bit of memory of what happened a thousand years ago, but
most of the events are forgotten. In fact, it is a great accomplishment to
remember things that happened a hundred years ago. Even eyewitnesses
have a hard time recalling what they saw fifty years ago.

Much has gone on between the ancient times and the present. Sages and
tyrants have come and gone. Intelligent people, foolish people, kind people,
cruel people, good people, bad people have all made brief appearances in
history and then disappeared. We don’t know who they were or what they
did, let alone what position and rank they occupied in society. Life is short.
Why injure yourself to achieve things like name and reputation when you
know that in fifty years, you’ll be no different from anyone else? Why
sacrifice your happiness and peace of mind to go after something ephemeral
and transitory?

Of all creatures, humans are said to be the most intelligent. However, we
are plagued by happiness, anger, sadness, and fear. We do not have sharp
teeth or claws to hunt down prey. We do not have fur or feathers to keep
ourselves warm. We cannot run fast to escape predators, and our skin is not
tough enough to protect us if we are attacked. We must rely on other
sources to provide us with shelter, clothing, food, and weapons. Our
intelligence does not make us privileged. Each species is endowed with a
unique ability. We have intelligence, birds have feathers, and fish have gills.
To use intelligence to fulfill our basic needs and comfort is appropriate; to
use it to harm others is to go against the natural order of things. And



intelligence is transitory. Like skin, bones, and flesh, it disappears when we
die.

Our time on earth is short. We do not own our lives. We come into
existence when yin and yang energies interact, and we disappear when they
separate. Thus, should we find ourselves alive in this world, we should let
this life run its course. Do not be attached to it, but do not throw it away.
Make the best use of your time now. If this body of flesh and blood is
impermanent, how much more are nontangible things like name, title, and
reputation?
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Longevity, fame, social status, and wealth

PEOPLE WORK THEMSELVES to exhaustion for four things—longevity, fame,
social status, and wealth. However, they do not know that these four things
only bring problems and anxiety. When you have longevity, you’ll be afraid
that evil spirits or uncontrollable circumstances will take it away. When you
have fame, you’ll be anxious that your reputation will be damaged by
people jealous of you. When you have social status, you’ll be worried that a
shift in politics will take it away. When you have wealth, you’ll be afraid
that you may be robbed.

Only people who see through the illusions of longevity, fame, social
status, and wealth are not burdened by anxiety and fear. If there is nothing
at stake, then there is nothing to worry about. If you don’t crave longevity,
then you won’t be afraid to die. If you don’t care for fame, then you won’t
be concerned with how you present yourself to others. If you are not
interested in social status, then you won’t be bothered by what other people
think of you. If you are not possessive about money, then you won’t tire
body and mind to accumulate it. You will have no need to envy others, and
you can follow your own principles and be true to yourself.

The ancients say, “If there were no such things as marriage or political
power, then people’s desires would be cut in half. If there were no need to
eat or be clothed, then rulers and governments would be superfluous.”
Thus, the wise ones of old advised us that craving power, status, wealth,
and longevity will only generate problems. If people are content with living
a simple but comfortable life, there will be no competition. When there is
no competition, things can be allowed to run their natural course.

There is an old saying, “Make a farmer sit all day and you’ll drive him
crazy.” It is natural for a farmer to tend the fields and work from sunrise to
sunset. To be tired after a day’s work, to eat a simple and big meal, and to



sleep soundly at night are things he is accustomed to. If you put him on a
featherbed, give him gourmet foods that don’t fill him up, and make him sit
around all day, it would be equivalent to killing him.

There was a story about a farmer who could not afford a fur coat. In
winter he felt chilly and cold, but when spring came and the sun shone on
his neck and arms, he felt it was bliss. So he went to his friends and said,
“No one knows how great it feels to have the sun warming your back. I
shall present this secret to the king. He’ll be sure to reward me well for my
discovery.” When his neighbors heard this they laughed at him and said,
“You’re just like that man who presented broadbeans, potatoes, and roots to
the dignitaries, thinking they would enjoy them as delicacies. But when the
rich people tasted these foods, their stomachs were upset and they punished
the farmer for his mean trick.”

Those who see fame, longevity, status, and wealth as their goal in life
will never experience simple happiness and contentment. And those who
are happy and carefree will not want to exchange their freedom for the
problems associated with social success.

The ancients say, “Better to eat a simple meal than to receive food from a
ruler’s plate.” Being conscientious and loyal does not necessarily protect
you from treachery, and too many responsibilities can harm body and mind.
Therefore, the best rulers govern without asking subjects to be loyal or
virtuous, and the best government is one that does not promote reward,
whether it be wealth, status, or power. When there is no system of reward,
there will be no competition. When there is no competition, there will be no
treachery. When there is no treachery, people can be true to themselves.

The ancients also say, “If you can dispense with reputation, then you are
free from care. Reputation is only a visitor, but reality is here to stay.”

In today’s world, people place too much importance on fame, wealth,
longevity, and reputation at the expense of their happiness. Of course, you
can’t enjoy life if you don’t have some wealth or longevity. However, to
push yourself to exhaustion going after these goals and not knowing when
to stop is to rob yourself of the time you have in this world.
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